The Alex Award

DEadrline: Midnight February 28, 2020

The Alex Award was created by the family of Alex J. Hernandez, in memory of this intellectually curious, questioning, and inspirational young man. It is their hope to assist students who shared the same interests as Alex and who have demonstrated a deep-seated desire to change the world through meaningful applications of science and engineering.

CRITERIA:  Enrollment at NM Tech as a full-time, undergraduate student  Enrollment as an upperclassmen (Junior or above) or woman  Must have Major in Computer Science, Biology, Math

NAME: _______________________________ ID # __________________

EMAIL ADDRESS: ________________________________________________

CUMULATIVE GPA: ________________ CLASSIFICATION: ________________

HOURS COMPLETED AT NEW MEXICO TECH: ____________________________

CURRENT MAJOR (AND MINORS):

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

CAREER GOALS:

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________
Section A) CURRENT STATE: “Why are you so great?” was a question Alex loved to pose to people. Please describe your accomplishments, strengths, and talents. Tell us what makes you unique and strong. (Include an introspective on what stimulates your brain? Books? Shows?)
Section B) CURRENT STATE: Describe some of your experience at NMT, with a focus on “cultural awareness and acceptance” at NMT? What role did you play in promoting cultural awareness and acceptance, at NMT or anywhere else?

____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
Section C) FUTURE STATE—Write a brief descriptive essay about your ambitions and your goals, with a focus on how you will use your degree from NMT to improve the world.
I am a full-time student attending New Mexico Tech. I certify that the above information is complete and accurate to the best of my knowledge. Misrepresentation in any statement by me will be considered adequate grounds for denial or cancellation of an Institute award. I also give my consent for New Mexico Tech to release my academic information to scholarship donors.

Signature: ____________________________________________________________

Date: ___________________________

RETURN APPLICATION TO:  New Mexico Tech
Financial Aid Office
801 Leroy Place
Socorro, NM 87801-4796

For questions regarding this scholarship call (575) 835-5333. Recipients will be notified in writing of the award of funds. Awards will be made based on the availability of monies in funding sources.

This scholarship is not renewable, however previous or current recipients are eligible to reapply for an additional award.